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HIGH CARBON FIRING
With sawdust
Firing pots in a slow burning material to
introduce some carbon into the clay is
probably the oldest firing technique there
is, In spite of the apparent simplicity,
there’s a big range ofpossible effects. This
is how Peter Gibbs has been doing it.

After trying a variety of firing sys—
tems, I’ve settled on a very open con—
tainer for pots and combustibles, and
try to fire only on still days. This dis—
courages the intermediate browns and
greys associated with wind and
heavier reduction and promotes
stronger blacks, clearer whites (if using
white clays) and more clear cut bound—
aries between them.

The kiln I use, which is frequently
rebuilt to accommodate whatever pots
are on hand, consists of a layer of
bricks on the ground with walls built
up of bricks with about 150 mm gaps.
Pots can be stacked on top of each
other, but this is really unnecessary, as
the kiln can be retired as often as re-
quired. My normal procedure is to lay
down a thin layer of sawdust (50—70
mm), sometimes with a layer of straw,
leaves, seaweed or whatever on top.
Pots are then put in, usually on their
sides to pick up the marks from the
material beneath. Over the pots, l usu—
ally place a layer of something to resist
complete direct contact with further
sawdust. Some salt is usually sprinkled
around at this stage, although pieces of
seaweed or rags soaked in brine have a
similar effect. The pots are then cov—
ered over with sawdust so that there is
a layer of 75—100 in m covering the pots.
Burning is started by lighting a fire on
top of the sawdust. When well estab-
lished this is left to go out and the kiln
is covered with a sheet of corrugated
iron, and left until all the combustible
material has burnt away.

My recent work in this area has con—
centrated on simple bottle shapes
which I have treated as a vehicle for
this surface development. This form
also has the advantage of prior public
acceptance so that you’re not con-
fronting the customer with too many
distractions.

Generally I’ve used No. 18 clay
which gives good white and black
contrast, and can be burnished to a fine
smooth surface. Even better are two
new clays~a white earthenware EWZ
and sieved slab clay~SC80 which are
presently being developed by
Winstones. Good results can be
achieved with practically any clay ac—
cording to preference. Burnishing is
done on the wheel using a stainless
steel rib, and a piece of copper pipe

around and inside the neck area. If the
pot has got a bit hard it can be dam—
pened down with a wet sponge from
time to time during the burnishing.

Following the firing, the pots get a
quick wash and are then lightly
polished with a wax polish to give a
good sheen and to enhance the depth
of the surface.

As a group activity, the process pro—
vides scope for a lot of experimenting
with various natural combustibles~
moss, seagrass, wet newspaper, bark,
you name it. A recent day with the

Peter Gibbs, Ne
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Motueka Pottery Workshop resulted in
a wealth of new material and about 130
pots. To fire all these pots in one kiln
and to achieve results between stack-
ing at 9 am and unloading at 4 pm, we
constructed a kiln about 300 mm wide,
10 metres long, and generally holding
only one layer of pots. A fire was lit
along the complete length of this kiln to
start combustion. Unloading, while
hot work, was possible by late after—
noon. The rest of the day was filled in
with some throwing demonstrations
and raku firing.

Firing in Saggars
Historically, saggars have been used as
containers to protect the ware from all
the organic combustibles that can go
through a kiln during the course of a
firingiparticularly when firing with
fuels like wood and coal. Saggars also
double as alternatives to using bag
walls and‘Or kiln shelves. My ap-
proach, and that of most contemporary

Peter Gibbs

saggar users, is to keep all that dirty
stuff in.

My first attempts, and some of the
more successful, were simply to throw
cylinders slightly bigger than the pots
in question—one saggar per pot. Into
the dry, raw cylinder I placed a sprink-
ling of alumina, the pot itself, then
filled the saggar to the top with
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crushed Charcoal. Occasionally, a small
sprinkling of salt, piece of seaweed, or
rag soaked in brine would be slipped
in somewhere as well. The effect would
be a pot, black at the bottom, changing
to orange colours on the way up. The
various sources of salt would ideally
produce slightly softer areas on the clay
but at either extreme, volcanic erup—
tions or nothing at all. This depends
not only on the amount of salt, or salt
bearing material, but also on how close
to the pot the salt source is. Normally
the saggars only allowed for one or two
millimetres clearance around the pots,
so only a small amount of salt is
needed. Such a tight fit also means
more economy of charcoal (but more
mess getting it in.) The charcoal can be
crushed in a grit grinder or something
similar, or simply by putting a bit in a
clay bag and bashing it with a
brick—not a pleasant job either way.
The best of these pots are nice and
subtle and nothing too drastic ever
goes wrong. N0 lids were used on the
saggars as this just caused a predomi—
nance of greylblack colours.

Alternatives are to use other
materials and it’s getting these sorted
out that starts to cause some problems.
My next approach was to save on
throwing saggars by throwing some
cylindrical vase type pots. These are
laid on their sides around the edges of
the kiln shelves. The pots to be fired
are placed on the shelf, and any gaps
between the wallivases, and the props
filled with broken brick, shelf etc. The
charcoal, and other combustibles or
whatever, are poured over until the
pots are all pretty well buried, then the
next shelfis just placed on top. If firing
in this way, it’s easier to do it at the

Instant Kiln
This kiln demonstrated by
Neil Grant in Nelson is a mere
cylinder of ceramic fibre
about 1 metre wide supported
by netting. The brick base is
just to protect thefloor and is
not essential. The holes at the
base let air in and the kiln
may be lit here orfrom the
top or both. It will burn
charcoal or sawdust and heat
could be intensified by some
forced air via a vacuum
cleaner at the bottom. The
outlay is cheap enough to be
an interesting kiln to
experiment with. One could
make a pot in the morning dry
it on a gas burner andfire it in
the afternoon.

bottom of the kiln so any overflow of
materials either while stacking, 0r fir—
ing doesn’t fall on pots below. This is a
particularly useful scheme if the bot-
tom of your kiln tends to underfire, as
the exact temperature isn’t
important—providedasuitableinside
glaze is used.

Another approach which I have
more recently used is to throw planters
about 400 mm to 500 mm in height and
diameter. Each of these may be used as
a mini environment into which may be
placed charcoal, sawdust, ash, coal
dust, salt, seaweed, straw, leaves, old
tins, door knobs, dead pets or what—
ever, even pots. Some body stains may
be successfully applied depending on
temperature. These saggars may be
fired at any temperature between
900 °C and 1300 °C, although the areal
use is 1200°~ 1300°. Any damage to
the inside of the saggar/planter is un~
important, given understanding cus—
tomers, or alternatively put a plant in

them. Some care needs to be taken
when placing several pots in one sag-
gar to avoid fusing them together.

At present I’m leaning towards
usingfewer materials, stickingto those
which I know work well. The results
are so unpredictable and varied that
more are not necessary. The best clays
are white stoneware or porcelain, and
can have varied surfaces from dead
smooth to pretty rough—as with
McPhersons Slab Clay—now made by
Winstones. The forms need to be
simplefiin this case they’re really a
vehicle for the surface.

A list of more specific articles fol-
lows.

References O.S. Rye ”Cla:ing in Sag—
gars” Pottery in Australia Vol. 21 No. 'l
l982 Chuck Hindes ”Saggar Firing”
Studio Potter Vol. 7 No. 2 l979 Richard
Behrens "Vapour Gla:ing in a Saggar”
Ceramics Monthly lune l976,
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Plt flrmg
In California in 1980 I saw the
technique of pit firing being used at a
gathering of potters and students on a
beach near San Jose. With the scale of
the firings, the size of the pots being
stacked with reasonable ease, it be—
came apparent to me that this method
of firing would suit my work.

I had been potting for ten years
using an electric kiln for stoneware,
latterly using a 32 cu ft gas fibre kiln,
and had control over my techniques,
but I was ready for change and new
developments. I had a strong urge to
decorate the bigger pots but being
basically self taught and with no
training in graphic arts, applied deco-
ration did not come easily. Here was a
way to resolve the problem of decora—
tion by allowing the flame to do it for
me.

The medium offers- spontaneous
surface decoration and is particularly
suited to my basically simple forms.
The fire moving freely gives orange,
grey/blues, black and cream colours
curling and swirling across the
surface—sometimes strong, some-
times muted. The finished pieces are
rather galactic looking. Each pot usu—
ally has quite different ”faces” de-
pending on colour and patterning.

To achieve a smooth surface, pots are
semi—burnished in the leatherhard
state. The long hours spent are worth
the effort and the task can be satisfy—
ing. Burnishing is not intended to
achieve a highly polished surface such
as on the slipped black ware and
monochrome pots made by North

American Indians and Mexican pot—
ters.

Almost all my pots are wheel thrown
and worked on later, made from a
stoneware body I mix myself, opened
up with the addition‘ of grog and
course fireclay. Different bodies re—
quire different treatment and some
commercially available clays are quite
suitable—to these I add 8% sand, 12%
grog, and 20% coarse fireclay. Most
clays will withstand the thermal shock
of pit firing usual sized pots. The risk
of thermal shock fractures increases
many times for large pots however,
and is more than proportionate to in—

Ray Rogers, Auckland

crease in size.
I use the wheel for speed and con—

venience in pulling up the prepared
clay into an approximation of the final
shape before the real work begins with
finishing and modelling the detail. The
pots are then bisque fired in the gas
kiln to a rather low temperature of
750°C.

Setting the pit
Having gathered up plenty of sawdust,
firewood (just about anything will do
so long as it isn’t painted or plastic
coated), and some corrugated iron
sheets, the pit can be dug. The amount
of earth removed is considerable as I
discovered when digging my first one
by hand. Now a back hoe is an essen-
tial tool. Dimensions of the trench are
approximately 4 to 5 metres long, 1.5
metres wide and 1.5 metres deep.
Sawdust is placed on the bottom to a
depth of around 20 cm and the pit is
lined with boards to prevent soil fal—
ling in whilst stacking.

The pots can be sprayed with small
quantities of oxides to help encourage
some colours. Salt is cast at random.
Placement of the pots calls for some
care and depends on the effects
required—some pots are stacked on
top of others. Where they are lying on
sawdust they take up carbon and
smoke reduction. To help improve
colour movement on the surfaces,
oxides are sprinkled with some inten—
tions in mind. When iron oxides are
used the addition of salt gives some
orange shades. Copper Carbonate mi—

New Zealand Potter
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grates and fumes to give some reds,
pinks and soft pastel colours. Different
clays react according to their iron con—
tent so the results vary. Cobalt is pre-
dictably blue, and chrome green.

Dry firewood is stacked directly onto
the pots to a depth of around 0.5 to 1
metre. Corrugated sheets placed on top
enclose the pit and give some measure
of control over the fire. Restoking is
usually necessary when care must be
taken to avoid damaging the pots, par—
ticularly if they have become exposed.
Firing takes between 4 to 5 hours then
the pit is closed up using the corru-
gated iron sheets, and left until cool
enough to remove the pots about 24
hours later. My losses through crack—
ing are now around 20% but I find this
failure rate acceptable.

Sometimes I return to stoneware to
keep my hand in at glazing, but pit
fired non functional pottery continues
to absorb most of my energies. I don’t
know for how long. There is more to
explore yet and specialising in this area
feels fine. I will continue using organic
forms like coral and fungi as basic
ideas or maybe try to move clay more
freely. I’m also using the pit firing
method for tiles. Some large scale
pieces are being used by architects.

A few months ago I was in Australia
working in Derek Smith/s workshop in
Sydney for an exhibition at Blacktriars
Gallery in Glebe. The clay used was a
raku body which I’d been assured could
take anything I could give it, but I later
discovered that it could not withstand pit
firing in large forms. Firing was done at
the property of Frederick Chapeaux and I
could’nt have managed without the help
of Frederick and friends. It was a chal—
lenging experience with reasonable re—
sults in spite of problems encountered.

Galactic looking forms varying in tones from
smokey black, pastelpinks to cream with seams and
patches of orange red or green where oxides have
taken effect, The photographs show the pit being
stacked and Ray working on ”Fungoid Form”
which won for him this year’s Fletcher Brownbuilt
Pottery Award,
Photos: Ces Thomas
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KILNS
A kiln for pioneers—make your own bricks

An ex-patriate New Zealander, [an Kiesel
has been in correspondence with The
Potter over the past 18 months. She sent
us this article on her kiln building experi—
ence in the hope that other potters in
isolated situations in New Zealand or
elsewhere might be encouraged by her
achievements Her interesting corres—
pondence follows this article.

After spending approximately two
years firing earthenware in a tiny elec—
tric kiln I wanted a change and a chal—
lenge. But, living in Kaduna Nigeria
and being unable to simply buy re-
fractory bricks, ceramic fibre or other
parts necessary to build kilns accord-
ing to designs given in ceramic publi—
cations, I was beginning to think that
for an amateur, and despite Cardew’s
descriptive ’Pioneer Pottery’ the whole
process of kiln building here was too
daunting.

However, before completely giving
up on the idea of building my own
kiln, I visted Michael O’Brien of
Amadu Bellow University, Ceramics
Department, Zaria with my
problemfito build a simple, inexpen~
sive kiln which would reach stoneware
temperature. His answer to the
problem was to be a small but efficient
wood-fired kiln, to be made com-
pletely of local materials. The kiln was
to be built with unfired bricks and I
understood that this first kiln would
possibly be a temporary kiln, being
used to fire more bricks, which in turn
would be usedin the re-construction of
the permanent kiln. Because of the
amount of contraction that would take
place with these unfired bricks, the
risk of the kiln partially or completely
collapsing during firing would be
great, despite allowances made for this
contraction in Michael O’Brien’s de—
sign.

I hope that this design and descrip—
tion of the kiln building will be of help
to others who may find themselves in
the position of being able to acquire
raw materials, but unable to use im—
ported or factory finished equipment
in their kiln construction.

The first task was making some
2000 refractory bricks by hand. With
the arrival of 30 sacks of kaolin from
Kankara at my house late September
1981, the brickmaking project
began—mixing 503’50 kaolin and saw—
dust together in a not—too—sloppy—mix—
ture and pressing it into a mould of

three bricks—3” x 6” x 2”. These were
made on the concrete garage floor and
left to sun dry. The process took quite
some time—approximately four
months, and it was not until mid-
]anuary when I visited Michael
O’Brien again, that the date for the kiln
building was set for 6th and 7th Feb—
ruary and a list of things to get ready
was given.

The kiln was to be encased in a thick
‘skin’ of laterite built up in the tradi—
tional Hausa fashion of laterite/straw
cores bound by a slop mixture of the
same. We would need about three
thousand of these as the skin was to be
three cores thick. For this I acquired
the services of a traditional house—
builder Malam Tanko Gari. He and
his labourers, taking both the laterite
and the straw from our com pound,
completed these cores (tubfrli) in about
a week, each core being about the size
oftwo fists placed on top ofeach other.

Four rods of I” reinforcing iron 2ft
long and welded together for thickness
were donated by a friend in the con-
struction business. These were to form
the supports for the wood in the fire—
box, but in fact were, in the modifica—
tions later done to the kiln, discarded.

By the first weekend in February I
was ready with sheets of plastic, an
army of buckets and a level, to begin
building. Michael O’Brien and four
interested students came from Zaria to
supervise and help in construction.

I had built a foundation of laterite
18” high, 6ft by 6ft. Directly in front of
this, facing the prevailing wind, we
started building the two arched tun—
nels to lead from the fire—box through
to the kiln chamber. The arches were
formed by packing firm damp laterite
into an arch form on a wooden plank,
building the arch around it and then
gently easing out plank and laterite. For
these arches we used bricks with con—
siderably less sawdust in them than
the 5050 mix (I had made 200 of these)
to reduce the amount of contraction
that would take place at these vital
points and so reduce, perhaps, the risk
of collapse. Bricks were mortared to—
gether with the kaolin sawdust mix, of
which we tried to use as little as poss-
ible so as to facilitate re—use of the
bricks when building the final kiln.

The progress was slow at this stage
as I had failed to level out the ground in
front of the foundation and it would
have been a lot easier to keep the walls

Jan Kiesel

level ifI had done so. The tunnels led to
a bag wall of refractory bricks the
height of the foundation. These bricks
were not mortared together.

We then started building up the
three walls of the kiln chamber, which
went ahead quite quickly. We had to
check repeatedly that the walls were
reasonably level as irregularities in
the hand-made bricks always made
this a little difficult. From the back wall
of the kiln were 3 flues leading to the
chimney.

As the kiln walls were going up,
Malam Tanko and his labourers were
busy putting up the outside shell of
laterite. This provided support for the
structure and was added insulation. It
was later also to prove to be quite re-
fractory. The laterite was separated by
sheets of plastic from the kaolin bricks,
once again in order to facilitate the
re—use of these bricks which would
have been hindered if too much laterite
had fused to them.

Malam Tanko was also responsible
for the building of the fire—box with the
four iron rods across it forming a grate,
and the ash fire—pit extension with its
domed roof, into which we would be
able to rake the ashes. This would
allow air to pass over them and unite
with the air from the fire—box itself.

The main arch was completed the
next day. The construction of this was
probably a little less than exact, due to
the irregularity of the bricks them—
selves. I had not made any wedge
bricks and so we built up the arch by
sloping the bricks on the mortar,
which was packed up higher at the
outside.

The remaining construction was to
be mainly Malam Tanko’s. Over the
next week he and I were to complete
the chimney. We wired together three
sets of eight powered—milk tins (do—
nated by interested friends) to form
three long pipes; bound these together
and Set them into the approximately
six foot high laterite portion of the
chimney. They rested on a couple of
reinforcing rods set into the laterite
and were also bound to two pieces of
angle iron which protruded out of the
laterite. Two bleed holes were allowed
for at the base of this laterite chimney,
and further up, at about ’eye’ height,
were yet two more bleed holes made by
inserting two milk tins with their bases
cut out but with lids left in place so that
we could open and close them at will
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during firing. We bound a metal strip
around the outside of the kiln chamber
just under the commencement of the
arch, as support. This was set in the
laterite. I coated the arch roof with a
kaolin/sawdust mixture and the kiln
was complete. '

Since its completion the kiln has
been fired twice, both times being
packed with bricks which would be
later used in reconstruction. The first
firing was twenty hours and cones 7, 8,
9 did not melt as they had been placed
amongst the bricks used in building up
the door rather than in the kiln proper!
However, on unpacking the kiln we
could see that the majority of the bricks
were medium to highly fired,
suggesting temperatures of 1280—
1300. There had been no collapse in the
structure but we rebuilt the arch with

Letters from Africa

June

Dear Editor,
I often read NZ Potter in the hope of

finding information relative to me in my
isolated situation. Cardew was helpful
but his brick making more complicated
and his kiln too large. The whole point I
feel of my project is that a kiln can be built
of unfired, sundried bricks without
collapsing—a step on from Cardew who
pre-fired his bricks for the Abuja and [05
potteries. It was interesting to see in NZ

high-fired bricks. The under;fired
bricks from the arch and door were put
into the kiln to be refired. The fire—box
was modified from one to two fire-
boxes to give a more even firing on
both sides and the iron—rod grate was
discarded for a more conventional hob
arrangement to place the wood on.
Two mouse—holes were made on the
sides of the ash—pit‘extension.

As in the first firing the kiln was
slowly pre-heated overnight and the
fire proper started in the ash—pit exten-
sion the next morning. By mid-day
firing was from the fire—pit itself with a
constant juggling of the air—flow from
the ash-pit extension and the two side
mouse—holes. This firing took 12 hours
and it was just beautiful to see cones 7,
8, and 9 all lying flat at the end of it.

The project has been a success. For

Potter, Autumn 82 the quotation by Fin-
dhorn Garden “The bridge to heaven is
built with bricks you make yourself”
Having now made over 2000 [find “the
nearer your destination the more you’re
slip—sliding away”. (Simon and Garfun-
kel). I’m grateful for many back numbers
of NZ Potter. I read and re—read them in
an attempt to feel part of your extended
family. That’s one thing here iovften feel—
ing on your own. The little I know about
pottery I learnt from Kofi, the Ghanaean
pupil of Michael Cardew, who set up the
105 pottery (similar to, but less known

9
me now remains some repairs to the
side wall, the building of a level
chamber floor and the making of kiln
furniture.

There will be another firing to fire
this kiln furniture and then I look for-
ward to the challenge and excitement
of a wood fired glost firing. I have
enough refractory bricks now to repair
or even re-build the entire kiln but,
since it has borne up to temperatures
above 1300 °C, I hope this will not be
necessary for a while.

The kiln has been roofed with thatch
and so stands protected from the rainy
season and its storms. The chimney
has been decorated with a traditional
relief pattern and I find the whole
structure of warm brown laterite ex—
tremely beautiful.

than the Abuja pottery). My ability to
speak Hausa does bring me into reason—
able contact with the craftsmen potters in
Northern Nigeria and also with the fam»
ous and unspoilt Ladi Kwali. But these
potters are unable to help me with the
technical knowledge I require in learning
to produce glazed stoneware. Michael
O’Brien has all this knowledge but has so
little time. lam grateful for the amount of
time he has donated to my project al-
ready.”

continued on page 12

New Zealand Ceramics Now, Suter Art Gallery, Nelson photos,- Lynne Griffith

Penny Walker

Scott Hockenbull

Gail Weissberg

Barbara Hockenhull
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Reconstruction of an old kiln with fibre

Recently I rebuilt the glost chamber of
my kiln to more than double its
capacity. It was 25 cubic foot and used
approximately 20 gallons of diesel to
cone 10. Now at 60 cubic feet it uses 20
gallons firing in about ten hours. Any
shorter firing time shows a tempera-
ture gradient top to bottom that is too
great.

The kiln is built of brick and lined
with ceramic fibre. Installation of the
fibre was agreeably easy. The fibre was
pinned to the brickwork by means of
stainless steel pins which are threaded
through ceramic buttons, the ceramic
fibre and through the brick wall, then
are bent back securing all. See dia-
gram.

After carefully measuring up and
marking where the fibre blanket is to
be anchored, drill through the brick
joints with a DB (double brick)
masonry drill bit which fits on an ordi~
nary 1/2” chuck electric drill. In some
places I had to drill through 9” of brick.
This was not difficult, but at very reg—
ular intervals I withdrew the drill and
dipped the bit into soluble cutting oil
to cool. Stainless steel 1/8” type 304 rod

. was cut into 26 2” lengths and bent into
hairpins. To make the pins, drilll/s”
holes with centresl/z” apart in a piece
of hardboard and using vice grips
bend till the legs of the pins can just
pass through the holes with no pres-
sure. The pins cannot be forced
through the ceramic buttons as the
buttons would break. The buttons
were porcelain clay 3” diameter, the
holes being 3/16” to allow for shrin—
kage, the centres being 1/2” apart. Next
time round though I’ll use ceramic
element casings as they give more
support at 10” in length.

To put it all together, a friend in-
serted a wire from the outside of the
kiln, through the drilled hole, impal-
ing the fibre blanket which I pressed
against the brick wall and the prot—
ruding pin ends were bent back on the

Elizabeth Woodfield, Hamilton

#2"c 6lb. densilg Durablanke‘r
l‘I of bio. densi‘lj Duro blank

Billion ll'apor‘l on walls
9" opov‘l on (Lei ling

Ends bani afier
lhser‘lion

lfi'long sla'mless sleel pin .

3" oroelaih bullon,
34c holes,’2"olparT.

outside of the kiln. The door is steel,
lined with fibre attached in the same
manner.

The exposed bit of the pins inside
the kiln must be protected from the
flame and direct heat, so buttons of
fibre were glued in place with sodium
silicate. Some of these protectors have
come off where I’ve knocked them so I
have made repairs by applying fire-
cement over the exposed wire and

stuck scraps of fibre over them.
I still get small carbon buildups di-

rectly above some of the four burners.
As these cannot be chipped away from
the fibre without damaging some of
the blanket, it is best to remove the
carbon as you observe its growth then
the precious fibre is not damaged.

Although ceramic fibre is expensive,
the fuel savings well and truly justify
it.

continued from page 9

November
Dear Margaret,

Thank you for your letter telling me
you are interested in my article. The
saga of the kiln goes on—fighting the
white ants (eating the laterite shell) rainy
season (swamping it and filling it with
frogs) high winds (bringing the thatched
roof to the ground) and so on and so on.
However now that the rains have finally
stopped I’ve ordered a mommy lorry full
of woodfor a glaze firing. Ihave tried to
make kiln shelves and found it a really

difficult project so Kofi has kindly agreed
to make a set of saggars for me. Kofi
stayed with me for a week giving me more
throwing lessons and boosting my confi»
dence. I’ll write after Christmas with facts
about thefiring butfeel sure it will be o.k.
The second brick firing did get up to
1320°C in 12 hours.

March
Dear Margaret,

Here as promised are the results of my
firstglazefiring ie the third cone 9+ firing
in this kiln. Cone 9 was reached and laid

flat within 12 hours. The firing began at
6.15 am and was finished with its final
stoke at 4.25 pm. I was using Kofi’s (ie
Cardews) V2 glaze and AA glaze (men-
tioned in Pioneer Pottery) and two Ten—
moku glazes and two ash gla:e tests of my
own. All reached maturity—the best being
the AA glaze over red slip and Kofi/s
Tenmoku—ie V2 with iron shavings. V2
alone was very milky and dull as were my
own tests. The kiln shows no sign ofstrain
and I’m planning my next firing.

[an Kiesel
PO Box 153 TIC Dornier
Kaduna, Nigeria
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CLAY
How we find it, make it and fire it.
A geologist whose M.Sc thesis was on
clay mineralogy, John Carlson is manager
of Winstone’s Clay Division.

CLAY BODIES Pottery clay bodies are
not just a bagged up lump of mud, but
a complex mineral assemblage that is
very sensitive to even slight changes in
physical environment. They are es—
sentially a 3 component mix.

CLAY (plastic)

/
BONES FLUX

—Quartz/grog (non plastic)
(non plastic) e.g. feldspar

The quartz skeleton maintains a
rigid body on throwing and controls
the firing shrinkage of the clay. Free
quartz is also essential to glaze fit.

The clay provides the strong muscle
to the body, allowing flexibility in
working, but also giving high green
strength. Neither pure china clay nor
quartz will melt till over 1500°C so a
flux is necessary to lower the fusion
temperature to the potters range.

CLAY MINERALOGY There are four
main clay types important to pottery.
(i) Kaolinite A1203. 28i02. 2H20 gener—
ally found as hexagonal crystal sheets
that slide over one another giving
plasticity.

on firing

Mullite scales and needles of high fired
strength for stoneware pottery
(ii) Halloysite A1203. 28i02. 4H20 oc-
curs as tubes, thus reducing plasticity.
The higher water content can cause
problems with shrinkage and crack-

Halloysite

ing, but otherwise it fires the same as
Kaolinite converting to strong Mullite.

(iii) Montmorillonite Also occurs as
crystal sheets, but with a very high
interlayer water content that can cause
crystals to swell up to 16 times their
original volume. Although very plastic
for pottery, too much montmorillonite
leads to drying and cracking problems
and high shrinkage on firing as the
water is driven out.

Another problem is that on firing it
tends to form siliceous glass rather
than Mullite. This gives brittle stone-
ware with high shrinkage on cooling
that can cause peeling of glazes and
dunting (cracking on firing).

John Carlson

(iv) Illite (mica) A bit like montmoril-
lonite, this clay has some excess water
that can cause cracking. However, it is
rich in potassium and forms an excel-
lent auxiliary flux if used in small
amounts.

From the above we conclude that
quality Kaolin is preferable as an es-
sential base to good throwing clay
bodies, giving adequate plasticity yet
high fired strength.
GEOLOGY OF CLAY All clays are es-
sentially broken down rocks. There—
fore the original rock type has a pro-
found influence on clay minerals
formed. The breakdown process (e.g.
weathering) then also alters this and
determines clay size. The process looks
like this:

Sun/Rain ROCK BREAKDOWN

l
Weathered

rock (chemical
breakdown)

PRIMARY CLAYS (China Clay, Cornish Stone)
Not very plastic.

\
\ erosion
\

SECONDARY CLAYS
(fire clay, alluvial clay. Plastic but high

1m)- \

GRANITE Feldspar Kaolin or Halloysite
Quartz Quartz
Mica —-——-> Illite
Magnetite Iron oxides (minor)

VOLCANIC Peldspar Montmorillonite
BASALT Glass Iron oxides

Ferromagnesian minerals
GREYWACKE Peldspar Mixed montmorillonite

Quartz *—> Illite or Kaolin
Mica
Ferromagnesian minerals

Quiet backwater pond
: Ballclay

weathering
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Primary Clays Kaolin derived from in
situ alteration, if white, is called
”china clay”. The important change is
from feldspar

K20. A1203. 6 SiOz ——> quartz

\A1203 25102 2H20
(Kaolin)

leached out
in ground water

If the alteration is not complete the
resultant mixture of feldspar and
Kaolin and quartz is called “cornish
stone” and is excellent in pottery as a
self-fluxing ceramic. During the acid
leaching iron is often removed and the
Kaolin is pure and well crystallised
These crystals are often large and need

Energy Temp. rise

released

0

Energy
(L'1 asorbed 100 °C

50°C

Fireclays are common in New Zea—
land, e.g. Huntly, Nelson, West Coast,
but the very plastic ballclays are not so.
Hyde ballclay occurs in Otago and
small deposits are used from Westland
and Nelson.
THROWING PROPERTIES Plasticity
or workability is the ease with which
clay can be worked on the wheel. Plas-
ticity comes from the minute clay
crystals that slide over one another
when lubricated by a film of water and
is best developed with flat plates, e.g.
Kaolinite.

However, if the body were all fine
plastic clay, it would be weak in
throwing (no bones) would split and
having high moisture, would give
high shrinkage and a tendency to crack
on drying

If the body is propped up with
coarser particles they must be carefully
graded to ensure dense packing with a
minimum of air gaps. Air in these gaps
must also be extracted with a high vac-
uum pugmill. Potters repugging pre—
pared clay should also ensure that their
pugmills pull at least 27 inches of mer—
cury vacuum.

Too much silt causes ”flabby” clay
likely to ”squat" on throwing.

additions of fine secondary clays to
obtain the plasticity necessary for pot—
tery.

Nelson district is particularly well
endowed with china clays and cornish
stone derived from weathering of the
widespread occurrences of granite.
Other primary deposits exist in West-
land (weathered schist), Northland
(altered rhyolite—halloysite type) and
Coromandel.
Secondary Clays These are the “fire-
clays” and ”ballclays” essentially de-
posited from rivers washing them out
from the primary clay alteration zone.
In transport the clay crystals are
knocked about and reduced in size.
Ballclays produced from this are ex-
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tremely plastic, but can only be used in
smaller amounts due to their high
shrinkage in firing.

A further problem is that in break—
ing, the clay gets unbalanced atomic
charges left on the crystal edges that
attract other impurities, especially
iron. Natural ballclays often therefore
fire buff or brown in colour.

Fireciay just describes any clay cap—
able of being fired to a high tempera~
ture but traditionally such clay is usu-
ally associated with coal measures.

Blending of fireclay, ballclay, andJ'or
china clay is usually necessary to bal—
ance the plasticity of the throwing
body against shrinkage and to ensure a
uniform distribution of particle size.

1200 °C

careful 0—100°C absorbed water driven off
firing 100—200°C water of crystallisation driven off
required
bisque —960 °C

550°C crystals breakdown and water lost
crystals collapse to amorphous mass

1200 ° change to Mullite crystals and/or glass

FIRING Above is an idealised thermal
analysis curve for Kaolinite

Normal pottery practice is to bisque
fire to about 960°C giving maximum
strength of the resultant pot whilst re—
taining sufficient porosity for glaze ab—
sorption. Different temperatures will
give different porosity and the potters
themselves will determine this to some
degree.

Bisque firing should preferably be in
oxidising conditions to ensure burn
out of any carbon in the clay that could
otherwise be trapped to later bubble
out through a glaze. Also, formation of
oxidised (ferric) iron in the clay bodies
diminishes bloating and bleeding of
iron compounds during later glaze
firing.

When the body matures or vitrifies it
welds (not melts) together with glass.
The nature of this glass is most import-

The maturing process

large I
Feldspar I mt“ .\ .
and Ve\s"‘\~/§\! 1

ant. For example calcium and iron
promote very fluid glass that melts
quickly over a small temperature range
with potential squatting and bloating.
Iron also inhibits mullite formation so
resultant pots can be brittle and not
ovenproof.

The best fluxes are feldspar,
nepheline syenite etc that melt over a
wide temperature range promoting a
viscous melt that stands up well in a
stoneware firing rather than running
away. An example of this is the new
white stoneware SC8O body which is
essentially pure Kaolin and quartz
with a good feldspar flux. This has a
very broad firing range over several
cones. However, GEF and No. 21
brown stonewares are high in iron, so
the maturing range is narrow. With the
high iron clays it is important to stick
to recommended firing procedures,

-._-__} large particles of clay
may recrystallise to mullite

\ s E ay .
Quartz I Qu'a/rtz [TT‘ ~>remain I .

glass ~— from small particles melting

+
May recrystallise'to mullite
needles giving strong stoneware

New Zealand Potter
The large feldspar and quartz gener-

ally remain to maintain the pot
framework without it running into
glass globs. This point of minimum

Specifications

A

Porosity
(water
absorption)

3% ._ ___________

porosity (stoneware) is at a delicate
balance.

Excess silica from Montmorillonite,
illite and quartz silt inhibits mullite

short i
range
before I
bloating I
point I

i

7

\
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>
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and may promote cristobalite in the
glass. Sudden shrinkage of 3% at
2007250°C can then yield dunting
cracks. This demands high Kaolin in
the body.

Typical firing curve
(diagrammatic)

Potters will be aware that most
Winstone clay brochures specify 2— 3%
water absorption at say cone 9 reduc-
tion as a maturing point. Maturing
does not mean fully vitrified. Maturity
is normally '1/2—30/0 water absorption at
which point the clay has become
”stonelike”. It is not a guarantee
against leakage. Thus cone 10 for 682
is really a minimum, although per—
fectly adequate, maturity. To rely on
sealing pots, higher temperatures are
necessary, but this is entirely at the
potter’s discretion, High firing iron
clays such as RMK II and CB2 must be
checked under the potter/s own con—
ditions since in some cases completely
vitreous clay is never achieved as
vitrification is preceded by bloating
due to iron melt. It is much safer to fire
to 3% w.a. at cone 10 and seal off the
pot inside with a glossy well fitting
glaze. Alternatively white stonewares
can be used where water absorptions

1280°C long maturing range
before bloat

can safely be reduced by 1/2~O°o.
Cones ”Clay” is a mixture of quartz
clay and flux. Cones are made very
similarly. When the cone matures the
designed clay body matures and this is
entirely a function of the work'heat
done on it and is not reliant on a
specific temperature, For instance 3%
water absorption can be achieved at
12:30" by soaking X—stoneware for
some hours. Alternatively rapid firing
can only get 3% w.a. at 1280°C or
higher. The rate of temperature in—
crease is important to any reliance on
thermocouples and even then calibra—
tion of temperature against cones
along with recording firing curves for
each firing is essential to understand—
ing what is happening to the clay. A
typical ”cone 9” firing is shown in the
photograph. It does not mean the cone
melted to an unrecognisable blob.

In conclusion remember that clay is
sensitive. Furthermore, it also has a

temp

“memory” and if stressed unevenly in
throwing, it may warp or crack in
firing. Clay demands respect, but with
good handling it turns to a very
creative medium.
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Hand building
David Brokenshire describes his method
at a workshop in Wellington.

“There is the constant challenge of
working with a difficult material that
can create something incredibly
beautiful. Frequently the result can be
ugly—a disaster, but when it comes
off it moves the heart and is worth the
effort and strife.

The sea has always been part of my
environment, Thornton’s Bay, Thames
Coast as a child and ‘ Clifton Hill
Sumner in my working years as an
architect and now as a potter. The in—
fluence of the sea is there I guess in
some of the curving wavelike forms
and impressionistic decoration in
colour. I enjoy creating a small world
held inside a bowl that requires look—
ing into and reflection on, as one
would look into a rock pool.

Translucent porcelain is particularly
suitable for this kind of expression. At
its best it has an air of incredible
fragility and can sustain quiet delicacy
of colour. The silky finish given by the
reduction firing adds to the tactile ap—
peal.

Although I have made up my own
porcelain body, for preference I use

David Brokenshire, Christchurch
Podmore’s David Leach body fired to
cone 10 right down in an LPG fired
ceramic fibre insulated down draught
kiln. For my 'flower forms I have
thrown many moulds in stoneware
clay. I prefer the clay moulds to plaster
ones which are susceptible to scratch—
ing or dropping pieces of plaster into
the clay with shattering results later.
The lightly biscuited moulds (to
800°C) can be used about 50 times if
you are lucky, so that all the pieces
from the mould can be seen as one of a
limited edition rather like prints. I note
on the bottom of each mould the
amount of clay required and I weigh
out that amount each time—it ranges
from 50 gm-800 gm.

I have two approaches to forms
using moulds depending on whether I
want texture inside or outside on the
piece. The moulds are cleaned with a
plastic knife which does not wear or
scratch the biscuited surface. For ob-
taining outside texture the interior
mould is first wrapped in waxed
greaseproof paper and placed up side
down on the turntable. The clay is
gently worked over the form and the
wanted texture worked into the out—
side surface of the clay. I leave the

paper in place and this burns away in
the biscuit firing.

The clay is left to harden for a short
time then lifted free of the mould. For
inside texture bowls the clay is worked
directly into the mould sitting right
way up on the turntable. The clay is
gently worked up the inside of the
mould progressively thinning out to—
wards the top edge. The piece is left in
the mould for about half an hour when
it can be freed from the mould and set
aside to dry. The texturing of the piece
is done while the clay is still in the
mould.

In firing I use a C02 gas analyser.
LPG is an expensive fuel so I use the
analyser both in the oxidation climb
and particularly during the reduction
period. The use of the C02 analyser is
reported in NZ Potter Vols 22/1 and
22/2. One point only needs emphasis-
ing that the gas sample being meas-
ured needs to be at outside air temp-
erature. I manage this by using 3
metres of copper tube attached to a
bung which fits into the top spyhole at
one end and onto the feed to the
analyser at the other' end. See the at—
tached sketch.

Cr’wkt Mos/(1’
#900” (Wm may“
"1‘1 “j” «Ia/fat
”W W ma m,
fink/'44 an. Mack
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Glaze colouring using soluble salts
I have been experimenting with solu-
ble salts for colouring since George
Kojis introduced me to them three
years ago. I have used them exten-
sively on fine porcelain.

If they are applied by brush to the
bisque the colour soaks right through
the piece and stains the glaze both
inside and out. The colour effect is soft
like watercolour applied to damp
paper.

After the solutions have been
applied the pieces must be completely
dried before applying the glaze. The
solutions can also be applied over the
glaze which gives a more precise out-
line to the brush stroke.

So far iron sulphate, copper sul—
phate, (both obtainable from plant
shops) and cobalt sulphate have been
used.

The following proportions are of-
fered as a start for experimenting.

2 gms cobalt sulphate dissolved in
100 ml of water gives a pale blue.

50 gms of iron sulphate dissolved in
100 ml of hot water in a reduction firing
gives a green.

40 gms iron sulphate +4 gms of
cobalt sulphate dissolved in 100 ml of
water gives a muted blue—green.

David Brokenshire

40 gms iron sulphate +6 gms of
cobalt sulphate dissolved in 100 ml of
water gives a stronger blue.

10 gms copper sulphate dissolved in
100 ml of water in a reduction fire will
give a red.

Vegetable food colouring dyes can
be put in each solution eg cochineal or

red food grade colour can be put into
the copper solution which shows you
where you have applied the colour.
These vegetable dyes burn out and
leave no trace in the firing. The solu—
tions can also be sprayed over the
pieces before or after glazing which
can give finely graded colour changes.
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Recipe for porcelain
4.5 China clay—NZ Ultra Fine or Eng-
lish Croleg
2.5 quarts
2.5 Potash Feldspar
0.5 Bentonite—White English

Slake the china clay by scattering it into
water with which there is a cup of
vinegar for every 10 lbs of China clay.
Use a mask. Dry mix the other 3 ingre-
dients and seive through a 20 mesh
seive. Sprinkle into water in a separate
bucket to the China clay. Soak 24
hours. Using a 60 mesh seive, seive the
QUartz, Feldspar and Bentonite and
then seive the China clay into that.
Drying: Don’t use plaster as this de—
creases the plasticity of this clay. Re-
commended methods are either
hanging it up in the cloth tied at the top
like a pudding, or make a trough from
the most porous red bricks you can
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find. On the bricks put a white cloth.
Slop in the Clay and cover it with
another cloth. When it is sufficiently
dried out wedge and put into plastic, to
age for six weeks.

Glaze recipes:
David Leach Cone 9 Iade Green, re-
duction
25 Cornish stone
25 China clay
25 Whiting
25 Quartz
2% Red Iron or 60/0-8 % Yellow Ochre

Waxy White Cone 9 oxidisation or re—
duction
16.68 Talc
27.5 Potash Feldspar
12.37 Whiting
13.74 China clay
29.7 Flint
good with cobalt but not iron.

Alan KeStle Auckland
Porcelain is the only clay I have worked
with seriously. Its clean, fine texture
feels right to me. My pieces are care-
fully turned and finished to give
smooth surfaces which I consider the
clay deserves.

I began working with clay in 1976 at
an Auckland Studio Potter’s Centre
class where John Parker taught me the
technique of throwing porcelain. I now
work as a ceramist fulltime. My clay is
Podmore’s. 1 fire in an electric kiln to
1240 °C. My three and a half cubic foot
kiln tends to limit the size of my cur—
rent work, but I’m keen to throw big-
ger forms.

I like geometrically precise forms
such as cylinders, spheres and ellipses
finished in a high gloss glaze often
black or unglazed with lines inlaid into
a burnished surface. Turning and
paring is a major operation of the
finishing process. I find metal kidneys
ideal for this purpose. They cut, turn,
burnish and are flexible and cheap.
Raw pots are often returned to the
wheel for ”fine tuning” many times
before they look and feel just right.
Fired pots have unglazed surfaces
lightly sanded to give a finish that is
silky smooth to the touch.

I have experimented with other clays
recently thinking that the change
would do me good. Perhaps it
has—I’m still working with porcelain!

Alan Kestle is a member of the 12 Potters
Co-opcrntive, Remucra Road, Auckland.

New Zealand Potter

Alan Kcstlc’s work exhibited at Media Gallery, Wellington.

/
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Dianne White Auckland
I like geometric shapes. Cones,
spheres, cylinders and clean sharp
lines are what I concentrate on when
forming and trimming my pots. In the
past three years I have extended these
shapes exclusively to form boxes—
usually thrown from Podmores
porcelain clay or from RKF fired in an
electric kiln to cone 8 (Orton) or cone 7
(Orton).

I throw the box shape as close to the
shape of the finished article as I can.
When the pot is leather hard I cut the
footring, trim the outside, and cut and
form the galleries of the box. I find the
precise fit of the lids a challenge and
will concentrate on this aspect until
this is achieved.

The boxes made from porcelain are
usually decorated with a coloured
porcelain slip applied in spaced lines.
Stoneware boxes have a reactive slip
applied in bands. This may be further
decorated by cutting through the reac—
tive slip to the body below. Both slips
are applied with suitable brushes,
with the pot returned to the wheel and
centred.

The following are my slip recipes:

PORCELAIN SLIP

Crushed dried porcelain clay 65
Nepheline syenite 20
Calcite 13
Borax 2
Water 75 cc per 100 grams dry
COLOURS: Yellow stain 15

Sky blue stain 15
Coral stain 15
Black/grey 8

REACTIVE SLIP
E2 or red earthenware
clay dried 75
Wollastonite 25
Ball clay 3
Silicon carbide (400 mesh) 2
Borax 2
Water 75 cc per dry weight given.
COLOURS:
Off white As mixed
Soft yellow 5 Red iron oxide
Blue 1 Cobalt oxide
Green 2 Nickel oxide

5 Man anese oxideBlack/brown { 4 COPE“ OX1de

These slips were developed by my
husband Trevor. He has. always been
interested in the technical side of pot-
tery and has been responsible for many
experiments which have resulted in
the slips I use now.

After biscuiting the boxes are glazed
by spraying. The glaze I use is univer-
sal, i.e. it can be used over the
porcelain slip and gives a smooth satin

Bottles, coral and blue slips above, below and right, black porcelain boxes with inlaid
white lines, and boxes with banded slip and reactive slip. The geometric forms above
right, bigger than the boxes are raku fired and in brilliant cadmium yellow, orange and
green.
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translucent effect, or it can be used
over the reactive slip and produces a
bubbly soft volcanic effect.

UNIVERSAL GLAZE WHITE MATT
Australian Feldspar 314
Calcite 200
Talc 104
China clay 292
Zinc oxide 100
Silica 131
Standard borax fritt 33
(From CGG)
Titanium oxide 11

I like my firing to be controlled. The
stoneware pots 1 fire at a regular 100°
per hour to Orton cone 7. Porcelain is a
different matter; I fire this at 100° per
hour for 10 hours, then change to 50 °
per hour till Orton cone 8. This way the
top and bottom of the porcelain boxes
do not fuse together, the glaze has time
to mature, and the porcelain will be
translucent when finely made.

Recently I have been making slab
pots with thrown bowl shapes inserted
inside the assembled square and
rectangular shapes. The outside flat
surfaces give me a large area on which
to rule geometric designs when the
pots are leather hard. After biscuiting I
hand paint the glaze on where it is
required. The pots are then Raku fired
and smoked. The finished effect is a
brilliant coloured pattern area with the
matt black surface as a contrast. The
glazes I used for this technique are
commercial cadmium orange, yellow
and green. The firing temperature was
given as 1050" so the following combi—
nation was found effective to bring the
temperature down to about 950°.

RAKU GLAZE

Commercial glaze 50
Gertsley borate 40
Nepheline syenite 10

795 New North Road
Mt Albert, Auckland.

photos; Ans Westra
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Melanie Cooper Wellington
Melanie Cooper has returned to New
Zealand after spending three years in
Adelaide where she took a Bachelor of
Design (Ceramics), at the South Aust-
ralian College of Advanced Education.
Although a four year course, she was able
to enter at the third year because she had
already attended Teachers College, com-
pleted the diploma course in ceramics at
the Otago Polytechnic and had three
years throwing experience. Nevertheless
she was required to submit an extensive
work record with photographs before
entry. ”I undertook advanced study be—
cause I considered l did not have the skills
at my disposal for a career as a profes—
sionalpotter especially in thefield ofglaze
chemistrt , than the one year course had
provided.”

I’m working entirely with porcelain
clay fired in oxidation to 1280 °C. I’ve
chosen an ivory coloured porcelain
body because the unglazed areas blend
with the decorated areas of colour con—
trasted with metallic black on my hard
edged geometric forms. Achieving
translucency is not my objective.

Because I have been particularly in—
terested in developing colour at
stoneware temperatures I chose as a
challenge the elusive pinks for my
glaze research project. The culmina—
tion of a year’s research and experi—
ment has now given me a variety of
glaze stains ranging from pale to
strawberry pink obtained by adding
different percentages of chrome to a
base glaze formulated to suit the stain.
I wanted dense colour with total cover~
age which meant firing in reduction. If
the glaze is perfectly formulated and
meticulously applied an oxidising fir-
ing will permit total firing control with
one hundred percent reliability. There
are no chance firing bonuses, in fact
oxidation seems to accentuate every
fault, so each piece must be correct in
every detail before committing to the
kiln for the predictable results you can
expect.

The colourful work evident in con—
temporary Australian work' is the re—
sult of increasing understanding of
glaze technology being developed in
the various art schools and colleges.
Those without knowledge of glaze
chemistry can buy from extensive
ranges of commercial glazes not avail-
able to New Zealand potters, who
traditionally have relied on basic
oxides for colour. Courses such as the
one I undertook in Australia are of-
fered in all states, some of the students
coming straight from school, some
from shorter certificate courses, some
previously hobby potters desiring
fulltime instruction. Thousands of
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students are graduating from these
courses resulting in the wide range of
sound work, displaying skill and
understanding whatever the style.

Young talented Australian potters
can earn recognition and support from
pottery guilds, craft councils and
workshops like The Jam Factory in
Adelaide who will help establish them
in various ways such as by providing
workshop space, staging exhibitions
and developing markets—very neces—
sary in many cases for the big step
forward from college to independent
craftsperson. Only the best are taken
on, standards having been met all the
way, so those who graduate are con-
sidered competent. In Australia there
is an obvious line between profes-
sional potters and hobby people, each
just as relevant, but not to be confused.

Although the potting scene in Australia
is lively Melanie has returned to Wel—
lington where she is in the throes ofestab—
lishing herself. ldeally she would like to
work with other professional crattspeople
in the type of urban workShOpS now a
feature in other countries.

SUMMER SCHOOL 84
”Throwing {1 Design”

Royce McGlashen
Cob Cottage Pottery
126 Ellis Street,
Brightwater, Nelson.

January 23rd—28 incl.
Please send SAE for details.

Slip decorated earthenware—wood fired
Steve Scholfield, Manawatu

I started pottery work with Christ-
opher Vine in the Teal Valley, Nelson
where I learnt to make both earthen—
ware and stoneware. After this I had a
brief spell at Nelson Pipe Works and
later was privileged to help Harry and
May Davis with their project at Iz-
cuchaca in Peru. From there I travelled
to England to work for Peter Dick at the
Coxwold Pottery.

It was Peter’s work that attracted me
to slip decorated earthenware. For the
past three years I have been making
slipware, once fired in a wood burning
kiln.

Both low fired and high fired ear—
thenware is produced. The low fired
pots are mainly planters and oven—
ware, plus platters and large mixing
bowls. The clay which comes from
Plimmerton, when fired to 1060°C is
extremely tough and due to its high
percentage of coarse particles, makes
very durable oven pots.

For finer ware I use Potters Clay
RKF, which I’ve found to be the most
suitable earthenware clay for raw

glazing, and fired to 1160 °C is practi-
cally vitrified. Most of the pots are
wheel thrown and while leather hard
they are slipped and returned to
leather hardness and then decorated
by either slip trailing or sgraffito, and
finally glazed with a lead bisilicate
fluxed glaze. The quality I like in these
low firing glazes is warmth and
strength of colour with a good gloss
and a clear distinction between back—
ground colour and decoration. During
the final three hours of firing the effects
of fly ash play a vital role in creating the
colour effects. These effects can only
happen if the ash is stirred whilst long
flames are licking through the pots
near their highest temperature.

The kiln, an enlarged version of the
Coxwold Potteries’ first chamber a
downdraft with two Bourry fire boxes,
has a total capacity of 190 cu ft and
burns roughly a bit over a cord of de-
molition wood, or preferably pine, per
firing. The main advantages of two
opposed Bourry boxes, is the even
heating at low temperatures, plus good

control over the atmosphere of the
flame. Lead glazes are prone to blister
with a reducing atmosphere.

From the three basic slips, the colour
range is from black via a sequence of
browns to orange often enhanced by
dark. to bright red fire flashing, and a
sequence of yellows down to the
pales—but in addition to the range of
original slip colours, all of them are
liable to transmutation by kiln atmos—
phere to different parts of the pot.

My slip recipes are:
Black slip:

30 litres of red body clay slip
plus 500 gms red iron oxide

500 gms manganese dioxide

Middle yellow slip: Clay dug at
Pahiatua
Bright yellow slip: China clay or white
earthenware slip

I am strongly in favour of testing for
the safety of lead glazes and the two
following have been found to be safe.

continued on page 26
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photos:
Peter Butler

1060 °C
Lead bisilicate ........................... 70
Body clay ................................. 10
Feldspar .................................... 4
Whiting .................................... 2
Ball clay ................................... 5
Bentonite ................................. 1

,_plus iron oxide ......................... 2.3

1160 °C
Lead bisilicate ........................ 56.7
Feldspar ................................. 30.6
Whiting ................................. 5.5
Ball clay ................................. 7.1
Bentonite ................................ 6
plus red iron oxide .................. 5
manganese dioxide .................. 3.3

These are applied when the pots are
leather hard and have been made suit—
able for raw glazing by the addition of
Bentonite, omit if they are to go over
biscuited ware.

Postscript
Since writing this article, I am dig—

ging and processing Pahiatua clay for
the 1160°C body. Various combina—
tions of this very plastic stoneware clay
and the Plimmerton clay, ground
greywacke, and pumice have been
tried. The results have been quite good
but more testing is required. The
method of processing used to date in-
volves putting the dried Pahiatua clay
through a hammer mill with cyclone
attached, producing air floated clay.
The greywacke comes from a local
crushing plant and is sufficiently fine
to be added as is. The pumice from
Wanganui, requires ball milling. My
ball mill is a plastic drum containing
plastic balls and it rotates on rollers.
The drums (ex penicillin containers
from the Glaxo factory), do wear out in
time but are very cheap. The mixing is
done in a ribbon blender.

After doing a series of reduction fir—
ings the schedule now consists of tak—
ing the kiln up to 600°C on demoli—
tion wood, followed to full tempera-
ture stoking with pine. The demolition
wood (mainly Rimu and Matai)
appears to create a reducing atmos—
phere without any sign of smoke,
whereas pine is much cleaner burning.
The longer flames make for a more
even firing; and a cone difference—
the hottest zone at the centre of the
kiln. The more fusible pink ash is also
superior to that from demolition wood.

Rocket Pottery
Jackytown Road
RD 7 Palmerston North
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Handbuilding
possibilities
Judith White, Wellington
The house in which I was born looks
out over Wellington’s folded hills. I see
the twisting outline of gums in Central
Park, the city with its changing tex—
tures and forms, the harbour and its
outlines, and I look beyond to a
backdrop of mountains. All this must
subconsciously influence the way I
pot.

I have been potting seriously for five
years now, after making a sideways
arabesque in the arts, exchanging
teaching music, for life as a ~potter.
When I threw away my job, I also
threw away my potting wheel and
began working alongside George
Kojis, with whom I discovered the
freedoms and possibilities of using
clay differently, observing what it is
saying, seeing how it presents its own
textures when flung, taking the cues
the clay offers. At this point I became
pre—occupied with outer surface tex-
tures. ‘

What really set me alight is the
deeply affecting flow of creativity I ex—
perience through the medium of clay.
This creativity I had not previously
experienced myself though I under—
stood it and cherished it in others —
those children and students who ex—
pressed themselves creatively in music
in my Classes. (I believe now that for-
mal teaching too early, stifles creativ—
ity.) Clay certainly proved to be the
medium for me and its creative free—
doms stimulated me as had no other art
form.

I especially enjoy making all kinds of
hanging and standing garden pots,
bells, chimes, as well as hand—built
functional pottery. My equipment is
very ’Heath Robinson’ — tins of all
sizes, plastic and cardboard tubes and
bisque fired moulds. These bisqued

Flower trough, coffee set, bell and wind song.

t

photos: Penny Pruden
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moulds are very absorbent and practi—
cal and they enable me to banish
Plaster of Paris which is such an un-
sympathetic substance.

For decoration I use mainly seed
heads, leaves and light sprigs. Dried
fennel is my favourite. I impress into
the clay, and when I fling the clay, the
pattern transforms itself into trees,
making the step from reality to artistic
expression.

It follows that my three glazes are
used almost entirely for the interiors of
pots. My favourite glaze is Papa —— 80
percent Papa clay, 20 percent whiting,
but if the Papa needs it, I add a small
amount of iron oxide. A black matt and
a white matt glaze with the Papa glaze
are all stable and congenial and pro-
vide me with appropriate combina-
tions. Burnt Umber gives the oxide
colour I seek — a warm glowing tan —

fired in an electric kiln to 1260 degrees
plus a soaking of one hour.

A particular interest of mine is Music
Therapy. All the arts are potent forces
in therapeutic fields and I have used
clay successfully with both children
and adults as a simple and happy way
to deifuse tensions. I know there is no
limit to the positive and creative values
of clay.

Judith White

Brightly decorated earthenware
Christine Bell-Pearson operated her own
pottery in London before moving to New
Zealand. During a time when she was
living in Paris she was accepted as a
member of the Chambre Syndicale des
Ceramistes et Ateliers d’Art de France and
she is at present getting together the
pieces for an exhibition in the French
capital. She has also had work accepted
for exhibition at Faenza and has exhibited
in London and New Zealand.

I first came into contact with
colourful earthenware in the South of
France when attending an art course
and was introduced first—hand to the
pottery of Picasso as well as other local
potters. I was at that time studying
painting at an English art school but
made pots as a craft subject. Pottery
gradually took over during the five—
year course and although still painting
I was mostly occupied with stoneware
and porcelain pottery with a leaning
towards sculpture and rough surfaces.

Then came a period of glaze research
undertaken at the Royal College of Art
in London and I became less interested

in accidental effects and was looking
for a more European mode of expres—
sion. Colour became more assertive in
my work when I joined a group of
potters working in Chelsea. We used
overlays of glazes and in-glaze colours
in earthenware, mostly on flat decora—
tive plates. The technique I now use
derives from that period butI have had
to adapt it, of course, to suit a wide
range of different shapes.

Sometimes it requires several firings
and the procedure is complicated since
it means using glazes from all sources.
Commercial glazes sometimes form a
useful basis for modification as they
contain rare materials not readily
available in New Zealand.

Stepping into this field, however, is
a procedure that needs a great deal of
carefully documented and measured
experimentation. When the finished
product is of such a nature that there is
no room for any accidental effects—
and if there are any it is usually
disastrous—it is clearly necessary to
have precise control of the firing cycle

Brightgold, brown and greens in glaze overlays create a ”cottage” ware appearance.

Christine Bell-Pearson, Nelson

and the only acceptable method is the
electric kiln where the atmosphere is
strictly neutral. The firing cycle and
temperature are critical ifthe glazes are
to remain where they are put and if
they are to fit the clay. This was at one
time my biggest problem, now, hap-
pily, pretty well under control, so that
my pots no longer need to be purely
decorative but are taking me into more
domestic type of ware such as cas—
seroles and table ware. The decoration
the pot will bear is by no means ran-
dom: I have it in mind when I throw
the pot so that the finished work is an
integrated whole.

Although I have become known in
New Zealand for this type of highly
decorated work, it is not my only inter—
est. I find it necessary to have a contrast
and a change and currently I am
engaged on a variation using a more
austere basis of black with lustres and
more restrained colour. The main
limitation of my type of work is that it
is so essentially personal.

71 Tosswill Road, Nelson.

photo: Richard Hendry
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Ceramics then and now
by Brian Brake, an old China hand

30

Once you are in China —the rest ofthe world does not exist. China is a pattern; there the pattern belongs to its country more intimately
than in any other landlknow. Ihave seen the laced water ofpaddy fields in many places in the East; but in China, perhaps because ofthe
trees, or because of the flat silk look of it, or the misty light, the impression it makes is manifestly Chinese.

What is it, this ingrained Chinese—ness? Perhaps it is the way that the long civilization and the astronomical millions of people have
profoundly modified their country. Three or four thousand years of intensive, detailed gardening—that is what I feel they have done
throughout China. Slowly they have made the land their own. Now it is special to them, like theirfaces, their language, their painting,
their ceramics, their boats and even their toys. This quality seems to have passed down throng/1 Chinese time without radical alteration,
absorbing and redefining everything that comes from without. It is the undivided Chinese—ness of the manner of thought that strikes a
visitor like myself.

My first visits to China were in the
spring and summer of 1957 and the
autumn of 1959. It was on this journey
that I met Rewi Alley and probably
through him I began to understand a
little of China and the Chinese. But it
was not my first knowledge of the New
Zealander who had lived in China for
most of his life. At Boys’ High School
in Christchurch, the headmaster
would read Rewi’s letters to the school
at morning assembly and there would
be a collection of donations for his
school of war—orphans at San-tan in
central China. 50, in Peking we met as
Old Boys of the same school in New
Zealand. We talked of China, its his—
tory and changing way of life but more
importantly its people and their way of
thought. Being my first major photo—
graphic coverage in the East, the initial
reaction was studded with so many
questions and many of these were
answered during visits to Rewi’s
home. And it was there I saw on the
walls wonderful Ming scrolls of trees
floating in mountain mists—paintings
of the like I had seen in the West and
believed the creative imagination of
the painter only to discover he was
really only painting what he actually

saw. And it was in Rewi’s rooms thatI
first came in direct contact with
Chinese ceramics. On his tables and
shelves were fine examples of Sung
celadons and to my intense interest,
selections of shards from the kiln sites
he had visited. And as we talked into
the late hours of many nights Rewi
suggested that I go to the Sam Men
Gorge on the Yellow River to photo—
graph the beginning of a huge dam to
be built. It was there I saw my first
archaeological dig.

The Ministry of Culture in Peking
and the Academia Sinica had launched
a vast programme to survey and record
the archaeological treasures of the area
to be flooded. Photographing their ac—
tivities, besides being of interest to
Western magazines, was one of the
most exciting times of my life. To
watch centuries old pieces being re—
covered from the earth, was to watch
time being unearthed. One finely
engraved bronze vessel of the Western
Chou, roughly 700 BC, I photographed
with Dr Ling the Deputy Director of
the dig—it was equally exciting to see
this discovery again, in the National
Museum in Peking twenty-one years
later.

WWm

One of my most recent projects has
been to photograph a wonderful col-
lection of Chinese ceramics in the Koln
Museum of Far Eastern Art (West
Germany)—with a different approach.
It is a collection I had photographed
when it was first exhibited and became
part of the permanent collection. At
that time, the collector H.W. Siege],
who had lived in China for fifty years,
and I had discussed the fact that many
people who looked at ceramics did not
really ”see” the controlled glazing, the
many subtle changes in the mono—
chromes and so on. In fact I have heard
him say to would—bIe—collectors, ”If you
can’t see the beauty in this early T’ang
bowl—give up ceramics and collect
stamps.” We are now working to—
gether on a book that will show these
details and together with texts may
give weight to research theories relat-
ing to the unintentional becoming the
intentional. That wonderful Chun
glaze splash was not an accident in the
kiln after all. This project on the Siegel
collection has been as exciting as the
early work in China and has increased
my awareness of the importance of
”how we look” at this incredible world
of Chinese ceramics.

Dr Ling holds a bronze vesselfrom the western Chou period. He inspects earth samples that could indicate a possible tomb area to be
excavated. Restorers at work. Photos: Brian Brake.
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Right; detail from
the inside ofa
Chin—yao bowl.
Far right: detail
from the inside ofa
T’ang bowl.
Photos: Brian
Brake

Book review, China; Ancient Kilns and Modern Ceramics. Wanda Garnsey and Rewi Alley
Australian National University Press. Reviewed by Brian Brake.

China —Ancient kilns and modern
ceramics by Wanda Garnsey and Rewi
Alley gives the interested reader on
China as well as the practising potter a
wealth of information to digest. In fact
I felt at times one needed more pages to
expand the many and fascinating de—
tails. Sixteen of China’s twenty-six
provinces are described giving in—
formation of local historical traditions
and their survival to the present day.
The method of approach will create a
little difficulty in obtaining an over-
view of a particular dynastic period but
this is not what the book is really about
nor does it pretend to give a critical
appraisal of the ancient or modern
production. It is a statement and valid
for this reason. The reader must form
opinions. I personally do not ap-
preciate the later periods of ceramic
history in China—from the late Ming
onwards and the high points to me are
certainly the Tang and Sung. Towards
the end of the Ming, complex and or—
nate designs evolved with the de—
mands of the ruling courts creating
“fashions”. Today one can see the
amazing effects of the changes and
what resulted, but however wonderful
the controlled technique Chinese
craftsmen had and still have, the
simple purity of approach of the early
potters has been lost.

Recently when looking through vast
quantities of export ceramics from the
mainland in their Hong Kong depart-
ment stores, I discovered the simple,
traditionally shaped rice bowls of
Chekiang, in fact they were from the

Lung—ch’uan kilns and with a won—
derful Sung celadon glaze. And I
couldn’t believe the price tag—50
cents a bowl. I asked the attendant how
much it would cost to send a set to New
Zealand. His answer was it would cost
far too much for “that cheap ware" and
why didn’t I buy the hand painted sets!
It reminded me of a visit to production
potteries in Kwangtung and to see the
great climbing kilns of ancient times
still being used, but sadly to see the
over-decorated and over-sculptured
work taking priority. I know full well it
will take time to reflect and reappraise
traditions as well as adjust markets that
rely on the export production of China
today. Perhaps it is happening—look
at the wonderful simple porcelain dish
from Feng-feng in Hopeh on page 46,
the set of four dishes of modern blue
and white from Ching-te-chen on page
113 and the domestic ware from
Shih—wan on page 129.

The book has many interesting
photographs and very good maps. Per-
sonally I would have preferred larger
photographs where the interest is so
important—the I’hsing pottery on
page 84 and the P’eng—ch’eng kilns of
Hopeh on page 41. Once again there is
so much of importance in the visual
material in this book I would have
liked additional pages thus giving the
layout a little more space to breath. I
was also a little concerned with the
colour backgrounds in some photo—
graphs but perhaps it was not possible
to have them changed. I have always
felt strongly that any object looks its

best on a plain background of black,
grey or white. One usage I found a little
difficult to understand—that of
Wade—Giles as against Pingyin, the
present—day accepted system for the
transcription of Chinese names and
terms.

Apart from minor critical thoughts, I
do recommend the book to New Zea-
land potters, especially those who in-
tend to visit China, as it would be a
wonderful reference and guide. And
for those who are going to China, the
great archaeological discovery of the
century near Sian—the pottery army
of the Emperor Ch’in Shih Huang Ti
should not beleftoutofanyitinerary to
kiln sites, potteries and museums.
This book will give the reader more
than a glimpse into the wealth of
Chinese ceramic history and as the
authors say in the preface, . . the
respect and care the Chinese people
have for the achievements of their past,
as they are for us an inspiration . . .”. I
hope that these achievements will not
only inspire our potters but also give
the modern Chinese craftsmen cause to
reflect on the truly great periods of
ceramic development in China, and
the even greater number of unnamed
masters of their art.

Brian Brake, photographer, who lives in
Auckland, first won international recog—
nition as a member ofthe Magnum Group
from Paris when his photographic as-
signments were published widely in such
journals as National Geographic and
Paris Match.
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Co-operatives in Wellington

Creative Workshops, Eastbourne

Four Wellington artists are following a
New Zealand trend for artists to work
together in a cooperative where
facilities and energy may be shared.
Dorothy Pascoe, Julia van Helden, Jean
McKinnon and Penny Walker work to-
gether in two converted shops in
Muritai Road, in the harbourside sub—
urb of Eastbourne.

The workshops were set up by
Dorothy Pascoe, Julia van Helden and
George Kojis in 1980 as an incorpo—
rated society under the Charitable
Trusts Act, with the hope that it would
meet their individual needs as well as
become a place for sharing and
stimulating their ideas. With funds
from a Sport and Recreation Grant, a
fibre kiln was built, and shops con-
verted into flexible, though cramped
studios. Later another room was ac—
quired to use as a display space called
Workshops Gallery.

Creative Workshops is a cooperative
in both a formal and informal sense.
Members share all running costs and
meet regularly to decide and assign
administrative tasks that are seen as
time consuming but necessary. The
workshop is also available to the com—
munity through Julia’s regular draw-
ing and painting classes and occasional
visiting artist’s weekend schools.
Sometimes compatible and self moti—
vated people needing a place to work
for a period can be accommodated.

Members have had to learn to main-
tain a balance between independence
and sharing. Dorothy, the only person
not working with clay, uses painting
and batik techniques with coloured
dye on silk. Her work, however, is not
done in isolation from the others, who
find the drawing, painting and colour
exploration done in the ”clean” room
provides stimulating feedback to the
work done in clay.

Penny joined the workshop in 1982
after completing the one year ceramics
course in Dunedin. ”I was relieved to
find space in an existing workshop.

The shared studio has been a good
place in which to start. Having some-
one accept my earlier work and share
in the changes with excitement has
helped me to believe in the validity of
my own ideas. That security has al—
lowed me to feel free to explore them. I
work with slabs of soft clay so they are
like fabric or paper. I love the pucker-
ing and the folds. I want my pots to
have a look of just being made.”

Jean joined in 1981 after returning
from overseas and very much in need
of contact with other artists. ”I see
mostly benefits from working with

A ; Wosuops j
GALLERY
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others, solving technical problems
being an obvious advantage.
Acceptance is important, but so is
criticism. lam working with porcelain,
using pinching, carving and soft slab
techniques. The sources of my work
are inherent in the clay itself. I respond
to the fluidity, to the marks left by the
forming process and to the ’watery’
translucence when fired.”

Julia combines drawing and paint-
ing, working with clay and teaching,
interrelating the stimuli where poss-
ible. ”I like to set up situations where
the unpredictable may happen—to be
open to change. I allow myself to be
influenced by the behaviour of the
clay. My forms spring from ideas about
unfolding and changing, about new
forms growing on and out ofold forms,
or from discoveries of past patterning
on eroded surfaces or rock strata.”

Roxburgh 5

Three years ago Gloria Young and Gill
Kersey opened Earth and Fire Gallery
in Roxburgh Street in mid city Wel—
lington. After completing the ceramics
course at Otago Polytechnic both were
needing somewhere to work and fire
their pots as well as to provide a sales
outlet for their limited production.
Two adjoining shops in the re—
generating hotel and restaurant area of
town, have attracted customers, and
the parternship has worked well from a
personal point of View, but because
they were under capitalised it has
proved difficult to get ahead finan-
cially.

The answer seemed to be to expand,
and because they had received so
many inquiries from craftspeople
wanting to share their space they
confidently extended the workshop
into a house across the road with room
for 7 other craftspeople. In this new
cooperative there is a weaver, two
leadlight workers, a silk quilt maker, a
creative knitter, a painter and an illus-
trator besides the two potters. They all
work independently, though they
gather for lunch each day, share
equipment and exhibit in the gallery
singly or collectively. All enjoy having
other creative people about them and
the opportunity provided for exploring
mixed media techniques.

Cooperatives satisfy a need for the
participants and help to make our cities
more interestingplaces. It’s nice to [00k
in the front window at Roxbnrgh Street
and see a weaver at work.

The Potters’ Shop
The latest Wellington cooperative,
following the trend for potters to de—
velop their own sales outlets, has
opened for business in a former

bakehouse at 324 Tinakori Road in
historically interesting Thorndon. Like
many others, it is a selling cooperative
and not a workshop. Murray Clayton,
Mary Smith, Gwyn Bright, Isobel
Martin, Paul Winspear, Jenny Shearer,
Flora Christeller, Craig Hall, Margaret
Beckett, Beryl Buchanan, Julie Palmer,
Maureen Hunter Raeburn Laird and
Judith White will present a range of
work in a pleasant ambience of ele-
gance and style.

cl: Panni/ l’Valkcr, mob of lcapots, sag—
gar fired in charcoal, porcelain 7-8 ins.
Above: Jnlia Van Helden eroding emerg—
ing forms porcelain fired to 1280 OC,
oxides, soluble salt nndcrglaza pencil and
cclaa’on 13x '15 cms. Rig/It: Jcan McKin—
non porcelain vessel with feather, gray,
pink, rust, 14 ins.
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COUNTRY POTI'ERIES

In 1977 Ant/tony and Susan Morris solrl
Green Farm Pottery in Suffolk and moved
to New Zealand. Tlieir intentions were to
make big pots and lzand~made tiles in a
country pottery on its own source of Clay.
Come December 1977, Morris and James
Pottery and Tileworks is established in
Tongue Farm Road, Matakana, North—
land. Allfairly straightforwardsofar. . ..

Convinced that major changes can
only be achieved by making dramatic
moves we decided to come to New
Zealand. Originally we intended to
settle in Gisborne, Anthony’s home
territory, but rejected the idea on two
counts: the clay was too montmoril—
lonitic and transport to our likely main
market (Auckland) was too expensive.
We made a clay exploration in consul-
tation with some claymen and
geologists from Ngaruawahia to
Whangarei. We came to Warkworth
during a festival; the streets were
closed to traffic and it looked a de—
lightful little town. We found 30 acres
of excellent alluvial clay on the
Matakana river and dug the first hole
for our workshop on December first
1977. From that date two phrases have
dominated our thinking: cash flow and
the learning carve.

Anthony is very good at setting
things up. Inevitably nothing is quite
what you expect it to be and the art is to
assess the problem, reject the now ob—
vious mistakes and move on to the next
stage. We have done this several times
and what we use today in terms of
equipment and buildings are quite
different from the carefully laid plans
of five and a half years ago.

We planned to build a courtyard
with four buildings, each 20 metres
long and 8 metres wide; one for tile
making, one for pot making, one for
storage and general workshop space,
and one for a lovely big house. It was
the biggest pottery workshop that we
could envisage needing. Firing was to
be a one thousand cubic foot wood—
fired kiln with two chambers for tiles
and one for big pots stacked peasant
like one on top of the other and a bonus
chamber at the end of the kiln.

We built the first two thousand
square feet of workshop and the big
wood—fired kiln, then the final pay—
ment of our English property was de-
layed so 450 square feet of workshop
was quickly turned into living accom—
modation. Although we added a
further 240 square feet when Patrick
was born, we still live in the end of the
workshop and have come to appreciate

the certain charms of number eight
wire holding the trusses up! Mean-
while the 1000 cubic foot kiln proved to
be a disaster. A Rolls Royce to fire we
had superb control, but dreadful re-
sults.

We were exhausted after 36 hours of
continuous stoking and because we
did not have tiles at this stage we had
to fill the whole chamber with pots. We
had only a limited percentage of first
class pots, many were quite beautiful
but warped. At the same time we
found that the emotional satisfaction
we had expected from working hard
for a month towards one major firing
was not there—too much was at stake.
We cut our losses, pulled down the
wood kiln and built a hundred cubic
foot gas fired fibre kiln. At last our cash
flow began to turn upwards. We now
have an additional one hundred cubic
foot top hat fibre kiln, which we use
with the original kiln for tiles and a 375
cubic foot fibre kiln for the pots. All
these can be fired every day if neces-
sary. Poor firings which happen rarely
now can be quickly replaced. We feel
much happier this way. The buildings
too have expanded to cover 3000
square feet.

Understanding clay has provided
another learning curve, both in body
formulation and in preparation. De-
spite all that we had read beforehand
and all the clayworks we had Visited
in Europe, it proved to be no simple
matter to dig and prepare our own clay.
The basic raw material is excellent, but
the body we now use is fairly complex
with the addition of various materials
and the small addition of other local
clays to provide a robust body which
for us means one that is open, fast
drying, has high green strength and an
ability to be fast fired. A tall order.
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In terms of clay preparation we

started with a pit where we soaked the
clay for a week. The strongest of us
(Anthony) shovelled it from the pit
into an old mixer we had brought from
a flower pot factory in England. After
the first mix the clay was left to sour,
then remixed and left to sour once
more. A fine throwing clay was pro-
duced but the process was laborious.
The next stage was to try a pan mill.
This was satisfactory but did not mix
well enough for the big pots Anthony
was making at this stage.

Our final answer to clay preparation
has been to blunge and filter press the
throwing clay. We made the filter press
ourselves, another learning curve . . .
Meanwhile the hand made tiles had
their own specific clay requirements.
For these we use two different bodies
to provide our range of colours from
light buff to terra cotta red. We have
recently built a large double shaft
mixer with de-airing chamber (air
bubbles are a problem with hand
moulded tiles). This is a complicated
machine needing four motors to drive
it, however it serves its purpose well.

Setting up has taken time, lots of
money and almost constant thought
but we think we are satisfied with our
buildings, clay preparation, kilns and
our product.

We are very concerned about
achieving and maintaining a high
technical quality. Architects and other
specifiers must be assured that our tiles
will not crack and wear and that our
pots will not split and disgorge their
contents into smart entrance foyers.

To help us achieve and maintain this
high technical quality we are now em—
ploying a ceramist who comes from
Britain. Having spent several years
running a one man show, Anthony is
increasingly interested in gathering a
team of people who can pool know—
ledge and resources and work together
as a group. We mainly employ local
people who are learning with us to be
good journeymen/craftsmen, rather
than people who already have aspir-
ations to be potters with all the expec-
tations that idea may hold.

We are not an industry in the gener—
ally accepted sense of the word. We run
a workshop with craftsmen, and not a
factory with workers. We are in the gap
between industry and the studio potter
where the traditional country crafts
were. When it comes to understanding
clay, kilns and the technical approach
there is a great amount to be learnt
from industry and we do not reject
that.

Over each stage of our development
our vision has expanded. We are a long
way now from the dough mixer and 2 ”
pugmill of the domestic ware days
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when throwing 40 breadcrocks meant
taking a week’s holiday because the
workshop was too small to hold more
pots and the weather (in England) too
bad to put them outside.

In all of this Anthony is the driving
force. He is the one who enthuses the
team, provides much of the creativity
and sets the aesthetic standards. Until
recently he has thrown all the pots that
have been produced here, but is now
training an assistant. The big pots like

the small are made in one piece—no
joints.

We'are not salesmen by nature, but
while increasing our capacity we
realised that since we were producing
up-market products to discerning
buyers, we had to adopt suitable mar-
keting methods. We needed to sell to
produce, rather than produce to sell.
Advertising has been important in
bringing our products before ar-
chitects, designers, home gardeners.

Sue James
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Anthony Morris born in Gisborne, at—
tended Lincoln College and the University
of Witwatersrand where he studied any
thropology. After travelling he settled in
England, there working with Robin
Welch before setting up his own pottery in
an old forge in a Suffolk village. An
elected member of the British Craftsmen
Potters Association, producing saltglazed
domestic ware His wife and partner
Susan james with a background in build-
ing design and planning in general, looks
after the production side ofthe enterprise.

Toby Stafford,
Like dozens of younger potters, Toby
Stafford is a potter living the country
lifestyle —wood burning, making domes—
tic wares, some ofwhich will be soldfrom
the workshop, but the maiority going to
era tshops hundreds of miles away. An
introduction to potting while at Teachers’
College has been a common starting point
for many of these potters whose roadside
signs are displayed up and down both‘ t _
islands.

My kiln is a 200 cu.ft double Bourry
box wood-fired kiln based on Ray
Finch’s design from Winchcombe
Pottery, England. Currently it is single
chambered but I have plans to build
additional chambers to gain greater
efficiency in firing and possibly to salt
glaze. Firing takes between 20724
hours using off—cuts from local mills.

Fern Flat, Kaitaia, Northland

My mate Murray comes at dusk to help
fire through the night at the higher
temperatures. It is strenuous and in—
tense work but the pots often warrant
the effort.

My clay body is basically Peter
Stichbury’s mix but I’m starting to ex-
periment with local materials. The
“brew” is mixed, halfa ton at a time, in
a neighbouring potter’s dough mixer
from an old bakery. l have found a
kitchen liquidiser invaluable when
doing series tests for glazes as I can mix
a small amount of base glaze, then add
increasing amounts of say, an oxide, a
small percentage at a time.

My pots are all raw glazed. I add gum
arabic to the glaze to stop crawling and
flaking of the glaze. Spraying of bigger
pots allows successive coats of glaze to
be built up, as I’ve found dipping pots
in their raw state can be hazardous.

Above: faceted vase, tennioku glaze. Left,- Ame glazed
liddediar. Below: Emma tries glazed planters ,forsize.
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Phoenix POttery, Otane, Hawkes Bay

Phoenix Pottery, a partnership between
Bob Huck and Peter Pharazyn, formed
with a handshake in 1975, continues a
Hawkes Bay potting tradition for making
large garden pots from local earthenware
clay. Generations of the Fulford family
made bricks and pipes in their Havelock
North pottery and were later known for
their plant pots before plastics under—
mined the market and made the pottery
unprofitable. Bob Huck on arrival from
England worked at Fulford Pottery and he
has brought much oftheir tradition to the
Phoenix partnership.

“We aimed for a country pottery
serving mainly the district market, al—
though with the fashion trend towards
bricks and earthenware again we are
selling from Auckland to Timaru.

“In 1979 we were burned out so we
made the decision to move here to
Otane and build a workshop which
would eliminate some of the awkward
features of our previous step-up. We
now have a spacious 3400 sq.ft work—
shop built around a courtyard where
we display our pots. ln Havelock we
had a 180 cu.ft downdraft kiln fired
with pot burners using diesel. We now
needed a bigger kiln to handle an anti—
cipated increase in production, so we
designed a 360 cu.ft throughdraft kiln
fired with six burners using waste fuel.
If you can stand the smell in the kiln
room the advantages of firing with
waste oil are many. With a flash point

Bob Huck and
Peter Pharazyn
rearrange stock
in the
courtyard at
Phoenix
Pottery,
Photos:
Country Pe0ple,

around 600 ° it’s the next safest fuel to
wood, it burns very cleanly complying
with the Clean Air Act and the re-
quirements of our local body. At 15
cents a litre delivered to our 1000 gallon
tank, it is a cheap fuel. The kiln takes 12
hours pre—firing, 18'20 hours firing
and two days cooling. We dig pure
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earthenware clay from nearby Oma—
kere and truck it to Otane.

We are not a pottery studio. We re—
gard ourselves as artisans running a
rural industry—in our case a pottery.”

Peter Pharazyn, Bob Huck
Millers Rd, Otane.



A selection of pottery titles Currently
International and Watson—Guptill .......

HAMADA, POTTER
Bernard Leach
A beautiful and important book for
anyone interested in the hows and
whys of contemporary craft, and
collectors of Japanese pottery.
$135.50 Cased Kodansha

TAMBA POTTERY
Daniel Rhodes
A rare opportunity to look closely
at one great tradition in Japanese
pottery. Tamba is a pottery of
outstanding merit, handfashioned,
simple forms and artistic glazes.
$32.25 Paperback Kodansha

SOUTH AMERICAN FOLK POTTERY
Gretrude Litto
Traditional techniques from Peru,
Ecuador, Bolivia, Venezuela, Chile,
Colombia. This book documents
centuries—old techniques and pro—
cesses of ceramic folk art.
$30.50 Paperback Watson—Guptill
DOW FIRE CERAMICS
Susan Wechsler
Traces the history of low—fire
ceramics, surveys its many tradit—
ions and forms, and reveals the
diversity of attitudes and methods
evident in this new work.
$23.95 Paperback Watson—Guptill
AMERICAN PEWTERS
Garth Clark
A tribute to 20 of the leading
vessel makers of America, whose
works demonstrate the range and
depth of expression in the potter's
art. $38.75 Cased Watson—Guptill

r—p'rtmon new zeclond—x

available from Kodansha

SHOJI HAMADA: A Potter's Way
and Work, Susan Peterson
A wealth of detail about Hamada‘s
forming, glazing, firing techniques,
with a very useful glossary-index.
Paperback $29.50 Kodansha

SALT—GLAZED CERAMICS
Jack Troy
Origins and techniques, clays, slips,
surface and colour decoration, kiln
location and construction, loading
factors, fuel sources, firing with
salt and substitutes, ventilation.
$30.95 Cased Watson—Guptill
MEXICAN MARKET POTTERY
Gary Edson
The most thorough study to date,this
book includes information on social
and economic effects of market pottery
on a market potter. A photo essay
of the major pottery centres of Mexico.
$37.50 Paperback Watson—Guptill
THE PROFESSIONAL POTTER: How Potters
Make a Living at their Craft
Thomas Shafer
Six well—known potteries analyzed:
background, lifestyle, studio pro—
cedure and organisation, marketing
and selling and their unique forming
and decorating. $19.95 Watson—Guptill

PORCELAIN: Traditions and New Visions
Jan Axel, Karen McCready
Surveys the history of porcelain and
the great vitality and variety of
expression ceramists are creating
in porcelain today.
$h9.95 Cased Watson—Guptill

AVAILABLE FROM GOOD BOOKSELLERS

Further infornntion from:

PITMAN PUBLISHING NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
PO Box 38—688

28 Fitzherbert Street
ETHONE

WINECDAFT
CALLEDY

NAPIER

Photograph:James “Mute

Rosemarie Brittam



IAN FIRTHS
IAN FIRTHS
IAN FIRTHS

pottery shop
209 hi‘nemoa st
birkenhead
auckland
1.81263

EVE ‘ F I, V ‘1

< .,
GALLERY OF KHANDALLAH

Khandallah Village,
Corner Ganges Road and Agra Crescent

IAN FlRTHS
IAN FIRTHS

Purveyors of Fine Art and Craft Ware

1 .

Wfléonefit'tm Clays.
We still blend the finest 20 years on.

We’ve always used the finest raw materials we can find. And to guard against any
natural variations in the clays, we test fire every batch before release. So we’re confident
of the quality of our cla bodies. .

In our Auckland laboratory we are continually researching new clay bodies and
ways of improving existing ones, in response to potters’ requirements.

McPhersons Traditional Range

The Creek Pottery mr at /_ 3‘3) 20[J%/éy
Picton-Blenheim

ALBERT ST WHITIANGA

Gipiie. .. LOCAL Dorreuv.
HAN DCRAFTe. PAINTINGQ,
JEWELLERY... . . .

Buyers and Retailers of
distinctive pottery

Phone 220-R

Potters Supplies when in Lower Hutt
visit Penny Farthing Gallery

X-STONEWARE
A strong,

buff/grey tiring
general purpose
stoneware body
blended to give a
balance between
plasticity and
working strength,
but is less plastic
than 0.32.

XXX-STONEWARE
A slightly sandier

version of X. this is
specially designed
for larger pieces
and slab work.

N0. 18-
STONEWAFIE

A near whiter’grey
firing clay body
suitable for use
where the presence
of iron in the body
would have an
adverse effect on
the glaze.

WHITE SLAB —
STONEWARE

This unique,
white firing clay has
unusually high
strength and low
shrinkage. Primarily
for large sculptural
and slab work.
A coarse clay with
a rough texture
when fired.

No. 21-
STONEWARE

A warm
reddish-brown
stoneware body
maturing at 1250
degrees. (Water
absorption 3% at
cone 8) Especially
suited to electric
kiln firing in
oxidation.

1100 RED —
EARTHENWARE

This body tires to
a warm
dark-orange colour
at 1100 degrees C.
through to an
attractive dark
mottled red at 1200
degrees C.

RECOMMENDED
FIRING
(To approximately
3% water
absorption using
ORTON Cones)
reducing
oxidising

Cone 9
Cone 10

Cone 9
Cone 10

Cone 9
Cone 10

Cone 10
Cone 11

Cone 7
Cone 8 Cone 01

WRITE FOR FREE PRICE LIST
Hours 8.00—4.30

COASTAL CERAMICS
124 Rimu Road, Paraparaumu
Phone 84-377 Paraparaumu

Potters Clay
Hexmark Kilns
Books

Agents for: Shimpo
Potclays
Talisman
Cobcraft

MAIL ORDER
Closed Saturday pm

we stock only

New Zealand made Arts and Crafts

exhibitions in
our gallery
by arrangement

PENNY-FARTHING
DUDLEY STREET LOWER HUTT PH ONE 699826

Potters Clay range also now manufactured by Winstone (Wgtn)
632 An easy to throw mottled buff/grey firing stoneware

RMKz A very fine plastic light grey firing stoneware

GEF A light buff firing stoneware, low firing for electric kilns

E2 A soft terracotta type earthenware

RKF A light buff/pink earthenware
Specialising in Garden Pottery

Full technical data on the Potters Clay range and firing characteristics are still being assessed.

Distribution

Pat Boyes PO. Box 120 Phone 526

EASTERLEY
Pottery
Screen Printing
Paintings
Leathercratt
Basketry

. Weaving
' Jewellery

The Cottage Craft Shop

Ocean Beach Road
Tairua, N.Z.
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THE POTTERS’ SHOP
. 324 TINAKORI ROAD°

THE WELLINGTON CO-OPERATIVE DISPLAYING
A \WIDE SELECTION OF SPLENDID POTS-MADE BY:

Maureen Hunter
Craig Hall
Murray Clayton
Flora Christeller
Beryl Buchanan
Gwyn Bright
Margaret Beckett

Paul Winspear
Judith \White
Mary Smith
jenny Shearer
Julie Palmer
Isobel Martin
Raeburn Laird 'i

I OPEN DAILY 10-6. PH 73880?)

IIIIHSTOIIE (mum) nuClay stocks currently available from most pottery
supply outlets and most Winstone Branches. BS7731



PERFECT!
Through a specially designed system of wiring and switching the

Arum Kiln protects -your pottery at Its most vulnerable stage to give
you perfect results every time.

- This 6 cubic-feet Arum Pottery Kiln is single phase, 0 Fires to 1300°C on minimum power consumption.
ie. — Household power, 9kw. (3.2 cubic-feet also available). 0 Generous spy hole and vents provided.

' Patented, long life elements and super insulation ° Kiln is ready to go complete with temperature controller etc.
gives all the heat to the pots. - Reduction Firings are easily done in this kiln.

0 All sizes of LPG and Natural Gas kilns also available.
0 We will give you a no-obligation demonstration

at our factory before you decide to buy.
° Full 12 months guarantee.

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS
Width 1000mm (39in)
Depth 1020mm (40in)
Height 890mm (35in)

arum
PRODUCTS

INSIDE DIMENSIONS
Width 536mm (21in)
Depth 511mm (20in)
Height 838mm (25in)

Contact
Arie van Dyk
142 Eastern Hutt Road . PO. Box 30-349
Taita Lower Hutt
LOWER HUTT Phone 672-688

FOR BOOKS ON CERAMICS

When it comes to books on pottery and
ceramics we have the widest range in New
Zealand.

QWSW
The New Potter’s

Companion
by Tony Birks

$24.95
A complete guide to

pottery making

The Decorative
Touch—How to

decorate, glaze and
fire your pots
by Carl Paak

$14.80

The Self-Reliant Potter
understanding glazes,

raw glazes, simple kilns
and wheels

by Andrew Holden
$26.95

and a superb new THE
book: SELFfREUANT -

SHIGA THE POTTER POWER
llulwwu‘umgbm. Rum Klimt;

an. ‘ paw;whimmug

Handbuilding Ceramic
Forms

by Elspeth Woody
$28.10

’ " ,\:»;;»zz-l‘."3xt.znr:» ’

SHEA 'i‘i-it POI I lit

Photographs by Bob
Thomspon

$25.95

An evocative book capturing the very special spirit of this world renowned Japanese
craftsman.

We have many other books on glazes, kiln building, wheels, ceramics and Japanese
pottery—write for a full list.

Mail order queries welcome—please allow min. $1.60 postage.

BANKCARD/V/SA/D/NERS/AMEX all welcome.

BENNETI'S 7 SPECIALINTERESTS DEPARTMENT. P.O. BOX138
BOOKSHOP . PALMERSTON NORTH. PHONE:.83-009



“YourPottery deserves a MCGregor”
So say Sally Vinson & Chris Cockell

Much of your skill and some of your soul goes
into every piece of pottery you create.
So it‘s only natural that your pottery should go
into one of the finest kilns you can buy.
The kilns were recently awarded the New
Zealand Industrial Council’s ‘Designmark’.
The McGregor Kilns. Made by New Zealand’s
original Kiln manufacturers.
McGregor Kilns composite fibre/brick
construction save you time, labour and power.
The McGregor Kilns are based on old time
experience coupled with modern age
technology. They’re so easy to control.
Electricity is still the most readily available
source of energy in New Zealand. The
McGregor Kilns are also clean and will not
pollute the atmosphere.
The McGregor Kiln will cut the cost of firing —
but will maintain the same high standard of
production.
McGregors expertise is at your service should
you require a kiln of special size or
specification. Parts for all McGregor Kilns are
readily available.

Two of New Zealand’s leading pottery identities

I have had the pleasure of assisting in the
development of the McGregor LPG Kiln and
consider it a real winner. McGregors have really
thought of the potter and by designing the only
true downdraught Kiln available it is
comfortable, easy and efficient to use.
From the proven composite brick/fibre
construction through to the latest LPG burners
and approved flame safety equipment, the
McGregor LPG Kiln is made to the standards
you have come to expect from these
professionals and will give you years of
workability and reliability.
Excellent reduction is easily obtained with
experience and heat uniformity between top
and bottom of the Kiln is very even and so easy
to control.
I consider the McGregor LPG Kilns to have high
appeal to both the full-time professional potter
and the part—time hobbyist and strongly suggest
you experience the McGregor expertise for
yourself.
.For further information regarding the
McGregor LPG Kiln write to:
Chris Cockell
C/o Box 5 7025
Ou'aimka

[Dagmar
New Zealand’s foremost supplier of Gas and Electric Kilns

MANUFACTURERS OF: Replacement elements for all types of Pottery Kilns.using Kanthal A1 wire
SUPPLIERS 0F: Kiln shelves, Silicon Carbide and Sillimanite castellated props.

Shimaden Controllers and Kiln Programmers.
W. D. MCGREGOR LIMITED

1 18 Stoddard Road, Mt Roskill, Auckland 4. Phone 699-619. Telex N260192 WDMG

South Islands complete supplier...
Cobcraft means quality — a company small enough to care
with a back-up service second-to—none.

Cobcraft are agents for Pottery
Crafts (Wengers, Podmores
and Harrison/Mayer) Winstones
Clay. Talisman, Cowley, and
Cobcraft wheels. Kemper
Tools and Acme Marl
refractories.

LUSTRES and GOLD and ON-
GLAZE colours from Degussa
and Hanovia Harrison & Bell
low and middle fire brush on
glazes and stains in a vast
range of colours.

POTTERS SUPPLIES LTD
388 Montreal St, PO. Box 25053,
Christchurch, Phone 67-229.

Alan Kestlt’

Cobcraft design and
manufacture HEXAGON &
OCTAGON KILNS. Quality
materials and workmanship. It
only takes 8kw to fire a 5
cubic foot kiln to 1300°C
quickly and efficiently.

Cobcraft operate a mail order
service throughout New
Zealand. Write for a price list
and catalogue.

photo: Ans Wt’sfm

dealefiififitk

150 Karori Rd Wellington 5 Tel 769-126 after hours 768-414
Open Saturday Morning 10 to 1

!
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When visiting Auckland T

rememberYounger sister of the RK-Z

@%UI]M]P© Designed with a new Ring Cone

Potter’s Wheels
RK'Z Wheel 8
More than 100,000 potter’s from &
students, amateurs to professionals
have used the RK-2.
The combination of its utility and
workmanship gives perfect satisfaction Motor . 200W 230V AC, Single phase
to the professionals in pursuing their Wheel head : O -200 rpm

Wheel head turns freely while motor is off.

for the precious
and the practical

visit
The Palms Gallery — Wayby

and see a fine selection
L of New Zealand crafts

Pottery Studio ofart.
Barry, Barbara 8: Scott l-Iockenhull

SPECIFICATIONS 7 W #
Motor 200W ll/ZIHP) SOHZ.

Standard: : 230V AC, Single phase or
400V AC, Three phase

Wayby — 15 km north of Warkworth

for the best available in all crafts. PHONE 4363 WELLSFORD_ porcelain, pottery, wood, OPEN 7 DAYS 9.00am — 5.30pm
greenstone, weaving and glass.

3 St Heliers Bay Rd. St Heliers, Auckland
Phone 557-793

¥ Fridayti|l9p.m.'— SaturdaysS-dpm. J

Wheel head speed 50Hz :0 e 200 rpm
(Variable speed) Speed changes by foot pedal or lever operation.

Direction Clockvwseand counterclockwtse

by selecting switch FWD or REV.

Wheel head . 300mm (12") dia, Light alloy casting

Dimensions Length 610 mm (24") Width 540 mm (21")
Height 500 mm (19»1/2”)

Weight Net 39 Kgs. (86 lbs.)
Shipping weight ‘> Gross BlKgs. (114 lbs.)

Accessories Plastic splash pan (Removable)

PUGMILLS
The body casing, augers, plates, and all

\‘ other parts, are removable for easy
cleaning. Safety tamper is attached. ’3‘ i j.

:.ii

:36“ /.
{/7 " 0 Safety tamper

is not available with
NVA-15.

Standard Pugmills (NRA) De-Airing Pugmills (NVA)
The most compact unit with the The highest de-airing capacity
largest pugging capacity. can be obtained.

Model ’fiA—os 77” NRA-07 NVA »o7 NVA-15
Motor 250w 750w 750w + 100w 1500w + 200w
Capacity - 280 kg/hr. 800 kg/hrr. 400 kg/hr. 700 kg/hr.

NEW ZEALAND DISTRIBUTOR:
COASTAL CERAMICS
124 RIMU ROAD
PARAPARAUMU
TEL. PRM 84-377

John Parker

V

mbt £1111 Fine Pottery and Studio Glass
203 Parnell Road, Auckland, 1. PH: 774-197

Trade enquiries welcome.
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THE ONLY PORTABLE DOWNDRAFT KILN

back into storage

RIGID FIBRE INSULATION

interior lining our exclusive

UNMATCHED PERFORMANCE TO1300o

cone throughout

COMPLETE TRAINING PROGRAMME

firing and safety

LOWEST PRICED 6 CU. FT KILN

months warranty
6.0 cu. ft — $1,350 (one spy unit)
3.6 cu. ft — $ 960 (single burner)

potters.vA|l made to the same high standard as ’Marcus Kilns’.
New Zealand and Australian patents applied for

REXMARK KI LNS 58 Athens Road, Onehunga, Auckland.
Phone 663311 Monday Tuesday and evenings

i Easily moved — weighs only 25 Kgs — fire anywhere you like without a flue — then

The best type of fibre for a pottery kiln — more able to take the knocks — to all

Three hour cycle or as long as you like — twin L.P.G. burners give evenness of half a

We fire your were to your satisfaction and give full training in all aspects of stacking

A twin burner kiln well under the price of even a single burner equivalent, twelve

Enquire for further information on our range of kilns up to 60 cu.ft for production

1984 Wllggléoil’glLS
KER 0

SUMMER RA/l/lARAMA
WORKSHOP R133: DRURY

clagg-Kilns-Frrtng
0 go wl-égAaMWa/Ig 7&3 biggies/mi

an - am im in l e/
geogodaufigé amadabée—aflg appéoacft “1
met: :Eyrlanqarbsldb wbglfir‘egimers

Fletcher Brownbuilt
Pottery Award—$3000 prize

Entry forms are available from —
The Competition Organiser
Fletcher Bro wnbui/t Pottery Award
Cain Road, Penrose,
Auckland 6, New Zea/and.

R' RIck udd Phone: 595 019
, . No theme for 7984.AI ICO‘I' Gallery fine pottery Entries by Friday 11 May 198452 Jervois Rd, Ponsonby, Auckland. Ph. 769-874

*

‘HIJISM‘HN‘E’fiiiE'EE
ANNOUNCES THE FORMATION OF: @63i
POTTERYCRAFT LTD
STOKE—ON—TRENT

INCQRPORATING THE BUSINES§ QEE

Podmore & Sons Ltd

This move now enables us to carry /
an even more comprehensive range of [Q3
raw materials, glazes and colour.
With an excellent back-up service
this makes us your complete supplier. ”any”

Already we have instock David Leach WengersLtd
porcelain and the popular Wengers
oatmeal glaze. Our next shipment will
carry a wider range of the above products,
including the well known Harrison Meyer Harrison may
lines.

Podmore Ceramics Ltd

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, QUOTES OR ORDERS
CONTACT GIL AT
TALISMAN POTTERS SUPPLIES LTD.
171 ARCHERS ROAD
TAKAPUNA 9.

1 Ph. 480-735 or 482-883

r or write to P.O. Box 36-074 Northcote, Auckland 9.




